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About This Content

That special time of the year! Customize your truck with a choice of five Christmas paint jobs!

Paint schemes included:

X for Xmas

Deeply Frozen

Santa Driver

Red Freighter
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Santa's Sled

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck.
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Title: American Truck Simulator - Christmas Paint Jobs Pack
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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Bought the game half an hour ago, got all the achievements, game has little to no replay value and honestly doubt this game will
have any interesting content in the future.. A fun, classic 4x experience. Customize your race, research tech, expand your
empire, conquer the galaxy. Detailed ship design and a very large variety of unit types and roles add to the nuances of your
empire building. The graphics are dated, but the underlying game is very solid. Well worth picking up for any fan of the genre
or the franchise.. Terrible Hotline miami clone littered with poor ai, bugs, and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
weightless gameplay, which some how manages to have its gameplay be unchallenging and unfair. interspersed between the
shooting sprees is a retro GTA like world map which is clunky and unenjoyable. The story is laughably bad and the charecters
actions are illiogical. The music is mediocre but for some reason it restarts everytime you die which ruins any resemblance of
flow if the game ever had any. This game is a waste of your money, time, and patience. Simply play Hotline Miami if you
thought you wanted to get this game at all.. Difficulty curve starts off too high, not enough reward to justify the risk, and bad AI
management make this too stressful to be really worth it. Where do i even begin to elaborate?

-Right away, you'll notice on the first level, the "dad" comes in several times from the same spot and spots open up way too
frequently. There is no difficulty settings or ramp up, the only changes are a few new spots for the "dad" to come in through
with the frequency staying the same. You'll spend more time stressing over false positives than actually progressing. And lets
mention how the first level bricks take 3 hits to break. Go ahead, take a look at the screen shot and count the number of bricks
covering the picture, i'll wait. And it only gets worse from there!
-The basic frame of the game is you try to break blocks and expose pictures of PG13-at-worst anime girls and if you get caught
you lose EVERYTHING. If you quit after a day you save the pictures you've unlocked up to that point and have to start all over,
but witht he aformentioned difficulty being so high, you'll likely never get past the 3rd level before the paranoia causes you to
lose focus. If there were some way to get value out of the pictures you have to pass again and again to reach new ground, it
would be worth it. but as it stands, the risk isnt worth the reward.
-Absolutely nothing is explained in enough detail with this game's mechanics outside of "break blocks, dont get caught." It's
enever explained what the clock timer is for, what the stars mean, or if there are bad things to do that would increase the
difficulty. all of that is guess work and what you have to go to the discussion forums for. Unacceptable!
-To expand on a few earlier pointsm it takes a long time to break all of the blocks on even the first screen, so you'll have to
invest in an auto-clicker program to avoid breaking your mouse. And the details of the game are incredibly deceptive, nearing
false advertising boundries. nothing in this game is "censored", none of the pictures have anything exposed and there isnt even
an external patch to expose more.
-Speaking of developers, it seems like the dev of this particular "game" has just dumped this off and left. there is no support on
the discussion boards from the devs or any sort of interaction.

In closing, This sad excuse of a rip-off of Gamer form Wario Ware is nothing special. Don't let the "overall positive" reviews
confuse you, there are a lot of thirsty 13 year olds who will give good reviews on the promise of anime porn. It's not even close
to semi-roguelike and being "frantic" is not a good thing.. It's pretty good content and is well worth the time to watch the pack
didn't help me, but I'm a computer sci guru. but not everyone is. what I think this pack needs is to add maybe (how to blend a
wave anim into a RPC that would help alot of people I see on the forms. I seen your work on guild, I was wondering if you your
thinking of doing some RTS stuff like c&c. I see alot of tutorial of them, but there horrerable. I believe this would be a very
interesting add to the GTGD. love the learning format, you have for teaching people.. Got this in the xmas sale last year, played
a bit but the early levels were a bit 'meh' and never went back to it... Until this week, and found myself thoroughly enjoying it.
Once you progress further through it, I found the levels get much more interesting. A little buggy at times, (managed to break E
key from working a couple of times needing a restart, but the save system is forgiving enough that you don't have to redo
anything much). Great price too.. this♥♥♥♥♥♥i HATE 2D Game n i thought it was 3D ♥♥♥♥ it waste my money for key
activations , unlike movements too. Let me start by saying this is a good game. Better than a vast majority of the indie crap
that's out there. The graphics are great, the game mechanics are sound, it's a game that had an obvious amount of love invested
in it. The reason I don't recommend this game is that it is terribly short experience with a threadbare story and few real action
pieces. The game isn't an experience in terror, like some would claim, but felt more like a teaser to a much bigger game. I'd say
this was more a $5 game than $10. Even so, if you've got money to burn and an hour to kill, go ahead and give it a go.. One man
project done right. Perfect game for two or three rounds in between while having fun with fast paced fights.. Bascially...
If Ichigo with Zangetsu from Bleach had guns, a chainsaw and boobs.
She's really fun to play and animation skills are top notch (o_o )b
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i just begin to experience that game , still not sure if itworths that price . i assume game is sth about criousity and personal
imagination ,that is my first time to get a game in st. i can see this one is very easy to get to play . giver that a man who know
little about English or soloplay game, that makes me hold more hope now. took a chance at .99 but this controls poorly, the
animation is janky, the enemy design and patterns are boring. Feels like a student project - they successfully got it to run with
some basic mechanics thrown together, but this is not a solid game.. this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665puts silent hill
to shame. Honestly, this isnt worth it even on discounted price, i bought this to support the developers.
Hopefully they could release more content for the game. simple and basic game,good value for a low priced game. Quick Look: 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/le2wBfolrRY

Space Incident puts a heavy emphasis on story, you control the game entirely by selecting dialogue options when talking to crew
members. Sadly the story is rather bland, crew members lack any sort of individual or consistent character and the dialogue
options often feel irrelevant. Does have a cool dirty pixel visual style to it though!
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